
Getting togetherness 

The pitfalls of trying to create a collaborative workplace. 

The success of the iPod, launched by Apple in October 2001, sparked panic among the 
American company’s competitors. When it became clear that the diminutive device was far 
outselling other digital music-players, Sony, a big Japanese rival that had pioneered music on 
the move in the form of the Walkman, scrambled to respond. It convened several internal 
teams from its different businesses to work on a project, named Connect, that was supposed 
to come up with a product to counter Apple’s. But after a number of years of trying to produce 
an iPod-killer, Sony admitted defeat and disbanded the Connect initiative in 2007. 

Apple’s success with the iPod can be explained by its ease of use, sense of design and a host 
of other factors—including the company’s ability to get different parts of its business united 
around a common goal. Sony’s attempts to beat it with Connect were scuppered partly 
because its internal teams blew the opportunity to catch up. A long-standing culture of internal 
competition confounded Sony’s efforts to get its computer, personal electronics and music 
divisions to work together closely. A couple of units even ended up launching competing 
players, neither of which bested the iPod. Since taking over as chief executive in 2005, Sir 
Howard Stringer has been trying hard to break down Sony’s fiefs and stimulate co-operation. 

 
Product of collaboration 

Many other companies are also trying to foster greater collaboration within their ranks. Some 
are using web-based social media to help them. For instance, Lockheed Martin, an American 
defence giant, plans to roll out Unity—a software platform that encourages employees from 
different areas to connect with one another via blogs, wikis and other online tools—across its 
entire business later this year, after piloting it in one area. But dismantling internal barriers to 
co-operation is a tricky business that requires much more than smart software. Unless firms 
are careful, there is a real danger that collaborative crusades could do them more harm than 
good. 

The reason for this is that bosses often fail to take a hard-headed look at the costs of joint 
projects. In a book to be published next month*, Morten Hansen, a professor at the University 
of California, Berkeley, identifies two sets of such costs. The first is the opportunities that 
business units could have pursued if they were not collaborating. Such opportunity costs are 
often forgotten or minimised as divisional managers seek to comply with exhortations to work 
more closely together. Then there are the costs associated with fostering co-operation. As well 



as obvious ones such as, say, paying for extra travel, there are also more subtle ones such as 
the cost of time spent haggling over joint objectives and resolving conflicts.  

Such costs can be substantial. Take the case of Det Norske Veritas (DNV), a Norwegian firm 
that provides risk-management services. In 2003 it began a collaborative effort between its 
standards-certification and consulting divisions aimed at the food industry, which was reeling 
from several safety scares. But although the target market looked promising, the initiative was 
canned just two years later. Among other things, the two divisions refused to pool some 
customer information, which limited cross-selling opportunities, and both missed lucrative 
business in their core areas because they had seconded staff to the food-industry venture.  

Admittedly, trying to gauge these costs ahead of time is not easy. But making an effort to do 
so could spare firms pointless effort. Smart companies will also do their best to bring these 
costs down so that the “return on collaboration” comes out positive more often.  

One way to do that is to get staff used to sharing information across divisions. Procter & 
Gamble, a consumer-goods giant, has created more than 20 “communities of practice” which 
bring together volunteers from different parts of the company and focus on a specific area of 
expertise, such as packaging, fragrances or skin science. These groups meet and share ideas, 
and other employees can put questions to them via the company’s intranet. Many of the 
company’s products have benefited from innovations brought about through internal co-
operation and knowledge-sharing. 

These informal networks, and software platforms such as Lockheed’s Unity project, can help 
lay the ground for more collaboration. But they cannot resolve deeper problems, such as 
resistance to change at the top. All too often, senior managers say they want people to work 
together but then bicker among themselves. In part, this is because one of the main trends in 
management over the past ten years or so has been to decentralise organisations, giving 
divisional heads more autonomy and rewarding them largely on the basis of their individual 
units’ performance.  

To develop what he calls “T-shaped” managers—executives who are equally adept at working 
across an organisation and up and down a vertical niche—Mr Hansen recommends that 
companies link a reasonable chunk of managers’ annual bonuses to evidence of collaborative 
behaviour, and preferentially promote those who display a strong co-operative streak. Firms 
should also send recalcitrant managers for executive-coaching sessions that stress the 
importance of a co-operative attitude. 

But can deeply territorial executives really change their ways? Mr Hansen admits many will find 
it hard. But he points out that even highly partisan politicians can change tack if it is clearly in 
their self-interest to do so. Arnold Schwarzenegger, California’s Republican governor, adopted 
a more co-operative approach after voters repudiated his efforts in 2005 to force through 
legislation bitterly opposed by local Democrats. As Mr Schwarzenegger discovered the hard 
way, it can pay to be a Collaborator rather than a Terminator. 
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